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NEWS

David Willetts, the universities and 
science minister, is being tipped to 
survive another possible ministerial 
reshuffle this month, although if he 
were moved, the resulting vacancy 
would be greeted by a queue of 
 candidates from the Right of the 
Conservative Party.

Media reports have suggested 
that there could be a junior minister-
ial reshuffle later this month. But 
with Prime Minister David Cam-
eron’s popularity among the Tory 
faithful on the rise in recent weeks, 
there may be less  pressure on him 
to seek favour within the ranks by 
promoting backbenchers or junior 
ministers.

Speaking privately, one vice-
chancellor told Times Higher Edu-
cation that he thought Mr Willetts 
is likely to remain in place at the 
Department for Business, Inno-
vation and Skills, with odds of 70:30 
or 80:20 in his favour.

The source added that it would 
be a “tragedy” if Mr Willetts went.

The minister is widely admired 
for his knowledge of the sector. But 
with no legislative programme in 
progress, his post may be seen as 
one that could be offered without 
consequence to an ambitious up-
and-coming Tory.

Contenders from the Class of 2010 
While Mr Willetts is on the Conserv-
atives’ modernising wing – serving 
as president of the Bright Blue group, 
which campaigns for the party to 
adopt “liberal and progressive poli-
cies” – any potential successor is 
more likely to hail from the Right. 

Among the contenders would be 
 Elizabeth Truss, MP for South West 
Norfolk and a junior minister in the 
Department for  Education, who has 
been identified as one of the Tory 
MPs newly elected in 2010 who are 
most likely to be  promoted in a 
reshuffle. 

Ms Truss – whose plans to 
increase child-to-staff ratios in 
 nurseries were scuppered by Nick 
Clegg, the deputy prime minister – 
is a member of the right-wing Free 
Enterprise Group, formed among 
the 2010 intake of Tory MPs.

Other potential replacements for 
Mr Willetts in the universities brief 
might include John Glen, MP for 
Salisbury, who published a paper on 
univer sities for the Free Enterprise 
Group in January 2013.

Mr Glen had no involvement 
with higher education policy prior 
to writing Completing the Reform: 
Freeing the Universities. 

As a former head of the Conser-
vative Research Department, he is 
likely to be a frontrunner for 
 promotion.

Meanwhile, another member of 
the Free Enterprise Group, Nadhim 
Zahawi, MP for Stratford-upon-
Avon, is an ambitious Tory back-
bencher who can point to some 
experience of higher education: he 
has been a member of the BIS  
select committee and supported the 
 sector’s arguments against the Home 
Office’s visa policy.

However, a factor heavily in 
favour of Mr Willetts retaining his 
position is support from Vince 
Cable, the business secretary, who 
carries weight in the coalition as the 
second most senior Liberal Demo-
crat. The two get on well together 
and are reported to share a car home 
after late votes at the House of 
 Commons. 

A change in Mr Cable’s role 
would be a major event. Given the 
 delicate balance of relations in the 
coalition, shifting such a senior Lib 
Dem figure is likely to be seen as 
politically unsettling.
john.morgan@tsleducation.com

Recruiters set their sights on 
parents via advisory groups  

QAA review U-turn is music to for-profit’s ears

In days past, parents were often 
uninterested bystanders when it 
came to decisions about where their 
children would go to university. 
Now they are so important that 
 student recruitment advertising is 
 targeting them directly.

Online forum and social media 
network The Student Room has 
partnered with Mumsnet, the online 
forum for parents, to allow univer-
sities to aim advertising directly at 
parents and their children at the 
same time.

A  marketing pitch by The Student 
Room sent to universities reads as 
follows: “Over the past year we’ve 
had the pleasure of talking to many 
of you about reaching the student 
 market…but one thing we’ve been 
asked for time and again is ‘how can 
we reach the parents?’. 

“So we’ve teamed up with…
Mumsnet, to offer you a brilliant 
parent targeting solution.”

Jason Geall, managing director 

of The Student Room, said the 
 traffic the site receives from parents 
has “grown substantially” over the 
past two years, with figures suggest-
ing that there are more than 16,000 
 parents active on its forums – a 
20 per cent increase over the past 
12 months. 

“In the parental market, we are 
seeing people coming on to the site 
for monitoring purposes: they are 
able to assess and understand what 
is being talked about before helping 
their children make informed 
 decisions,” Mr Geall said. 

Universities hoping to target this 
market can now also get their 
 messages out on Mumsnet, the  
UK’s biggest social network for 
 parents.

As well as targeting parents 
online, universities are increasingly 
looking to capitalise on face-to-face 
meetings. 

According to research agency 
YouthSight, the number of parents 

attending university open days has 
been steadily increasing. In 2009-10, 
47 per cent of students in attendance 
were accompanied by at least one 
parent, with the figure  rising to 
49 per cent in 2010-11 and 50 per 
cent in 2011-12.

“Parents have been turning up at 
open days uninvited for some time, 
it is just that universities have  
got wise to the fact,” said David 
 Palfreyman, director of the Oxford 
Centre for Higher Education Policy 
Studies.

“Some have invented a part of 
the open day where you separate the 
parents from the children and  
have a different pitch for each – 
emphasising different things. 

“You might show the parents the 
laundry room while you show the 
student the beer-soaked student 
union bar.”

However, Mr Palfreyman sug-
gested that some universities could 
have “an ulterior motive” for  being 
nice to  parents: “Fleecing them for 
donations.”

He added: “Once you’ve [met] 
them at open days and then [they] 

bring their  kiddiewinks [when term 
starts], you can invite them to the 
vice- chancellor’s tea party and ask 
them to donate. They become an 
 extension to your friends of the 
 university. 

“I’m sure that’s in the equation 
– not that you are linking it to 
admission, of course.”

Emma Leech, director of 
 marketing, communications and 
recruitment at the University of 
 Nottingham, agreed that there was 
a definite trend towards targeting 
parents.

“Increasingly in the wake of 
higher fees, parents are even more 
influential and we see that reflected 
in attendance at open days. 
 Education is seen as a major invest-
ment,” she said.

“Even families where mum and 
dad are divorced are coming to our 
open days together. There will be 
people coming through the door 
who physically hate each other –  
and the five-hour journey here will 
have killed both of them – but they 
are here together to give support.”
chris.parr@tsleducation.com

A London music school has become 
the second higher education institu-
tion to appeal successfully against a 
full Quality Assurance Agency review.

The Institute of Contemporary 
Music Performance, a for-profit 
 provider founded in the 1980s, 
underwent its first full institutional 
review last year. However, the QAA 
has set aside the report after the 
school appealed against its findings. 

A new inspection will now take 
place with alternative reviewers.

In May, it emerged that the 
 University of Southampton had 
 successfully challenged its most 
recent institutional review.

No reasons have been given for 
either appeal, but institutions are 
entitled to a fresh review if the QAA 
finds a “deficiency of process” or a 
“perversity of judgement”, accord-
ing to its complaints code.

The latest challenge against the 
QAA was “worrying” because it 

raised doubts about the competency 
of review teams and the soundness 
of procedures, said Roger Brown, 
professor of higher education policy 
at Liverpool Hope University.

“The QAA is there to monitor 

other people’s procedures, so its own 
must be totally watertight,” Profes-
sor Brown said. 

“But as it is involved in so many 
different types of review, the odd 
slip is perhaps inevitable.”

The success of Southampton and 
the music college may pave the way 
for others to challenge QAA deci-
sions, argued Geoffrey Alderman, 
professor of politics and history at 
the University of Buckingham and 
former head of the University of 
London’s academic council.

“Many more institutions that do 
not like the outcome of their review 
will now be reaching for the nearest 
lawyer,” Professor Alderman said, 
adding that financial  compensation 
may become increasingly pertinent.

The Institute of Contemporary 
Music Performance and the QAA 
issued a joint statement on the ruling, 
saying the appeal had been upheld.  

“The scope, nature and date of 
the new review have yet to be deter-
mined,” it adds. “Further informa-
tion regarding the appeal panel 
decision will be published when the 
new…report is available.”
jack.grove@tsleducation.com

Encore a London music school succeeded in calling for another QAA review 

But universities minister odds-on to stay put in 
the event of July reshuffle. John Morgan reports

Only way is Right 
if Willetts goes 
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Notes:  For Belgium, the reference year is 2008. For the UK, the average duration of tertiary studies is estimated based 

on national data. Data for Hungary, Republic of Ireland and Switzerland refer to public institutions only

TIME IS MONEY: CUMULATIVE SPENDING PER OECD STUDENT

The UK spends 
$43,463 (£28,350) 
per student over the 
course of their higher 
education studies, 
data from the Organi-
sation for Economic 
Cooperation and 
Development show.

Figures in Education 
at a Glance 2013, 
published on 25 June, 
show how total spending 
per student (in US 
dollars and adjusted for 
purchasing power) varied 

by country in 2010.  
The UK spent one of the 
lowest total amounts, 
below the OECD average 
and behind Spain, 
France and the Republic 
of Ireland. This is partly 
accounted for by the 
shorter average duration 
of UK courses. 

Of the countries for 
which data for both 
measures are available, 
the UK had the lowest 
average duration of 
tertiary studies – which 

include foundation work 
plus under- and post-
graduate degrees – at 
2.74 years. The US had a 
similar average duration 
at 3.17 years, but spent 
an average of $81,076 
per student. 

One of the longest 
average study periods 
was in the Netherlands 
(5.26 years), with 
correspondingly high 
spending ($90,269  
per student).
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Two Brains, one Cable staying put?
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Universities aim for credit at bank of mum  
and dad in high fees era. Chris Parr reports


